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INTRQDUCTIOK

The area of investigation covered by this report Is the

western portion of Riley County as shown on Plate I and II,

The formations investigated are the WInfield limestone and the

upper two members of the Doyle shale, Chase group, Wolfcamp

series, of the Permian system. The boundaries, confining the

area of investigation are, to the oast, the outcrop of the To-

wanda limestone of the Winfleld formation, to the west the out-

crop of the Cresswell limestone of the Doyle forination, and the

north and south boundaries of Riley County,

The area of investigation lies within the central lowlands

physiographic province as defined by Raiss,

The Abilene arch, the dominant structural feature in this

area, is a prominant anticlinal fold extending to the north, from

west central Dickinson County, across Riley County, into central

Marshall County, where it becomes known as the 3arneston anti-

cline.

Purpose

The purpose of this report is twofold t first is the descrip-

tion of the intraforraational structural features peculiar to the

rocks of this area. Secondly, an attempt will be made to explain

the causal forces which produced these features.







EXPLANATION OF PLATE II

Index map of Riley County showing locations of outcrops

investigated for this thesis and the relationship to the

Abilene anticline*
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Review of Literature

Walcott (189^), p. 19? f
defined an intraformational conglon*

erate as on© that was formed within a geologic formation froa

aterial derived from and deposited within that same foroation.

Intraformational conglomerates or breccias nay be formed by

various means. The primary requisite rrust be movement of some

nature. The forces instigating this movement may come either

from within the formation or from outside of the formation.

The forces which may originate within the formation itself

are limited* The predominate forces are physical and chemical.

Physical forces would include frost action. Sardeson (1906),

pp# 226*332, described structural features and relates their ori-

gin to repeated freezing and thawing of springs and small streams,

each freezing lowers the stream deeper into the formation leav-

ing subrounded to angular rock fragments upfolded into broken

anticlinal features. The distorted portions in many places lie

between horizontal strata. He also described other similar intra-

formational upfolding with associated thrust faulting and related

the origin to glaciation and grounding of floating objects. Sar-

deson suggested the floating objects could very possibly be ice-

bergs which grounded against domed or ridged portions of the sea

floors. Many other authors relate intraformational structures to

the grounding of floating objects.

Campbell (1906), pp. 718-721, identified features, similar

to the intraformational structures of Sardeson, near Spieberville,

Arkansas, and discounted the origin of grounded glaciers. Campbell



described anticlinal features measuring two feet from crest to

trough within thin bedded sandstone three to four feet thick.

The strata above and below were undisturbed, Campbell related

the origin of such features to weathering, for no evidence of

glaciers in Arkansas has been found. Campbell believed that the

increase in volume due to weathering action would produce anti-

clinal features of this type. The structures described by Camp-

bell are well defined anticlinal features in consolidated thin

bedded sandstones which are well Jointed and fractured at the

structures. The increase in volume from Jointing due to weather-

ing action produced the forces necessary to originate intraforma-

tional structures, according to Campbell.

The chemical force capable of originating intraforaational

structure could be the process of hydration. The hydration of

anhydrite to gypsum has resulted in the formation of many intra-

formational features. Flow lines, fracturing and faulting asso-

ciated with gypsum deposits result from the increase in volume

and flowage during the hydration of anhydrite.

The replacement of calcium carbonate by magnesium carbonate

could also produce a chemical force capable of changing the volume

within a limestone unit. Twenfaorel (1950), p. 391, stated that

the secondary formation of a dolomite would be attended by a 12.3

peroent decrease in volume. The decrease in volume is produced

by the uniting of magnesium carbonate with the already deposited

calcium caroonate and a chemical equivalent quantity of calcium

carbonate passes into solution. If the rock was partially lithi-

fied at the time of this replacement, there would be development
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of numerous cavities and collapse of parts of the rocks asso-

ciated with the larger cavities. The decrease in volume in un-

lithified or soft rock may not necessarily produce collapse or

porosity effects

•

Some dolomite occurrences have been attributed to the addi-

tion of magnesium carbonate to calcium carbonate* This leads to

an increase in volume. Twenhofel (1950), p* 391, concerning addi-

tion of magnesium carbonate, states that J "Addition seems unlikely

in normal sea water, which, «•*, is unsaturated with magnesium

carbonate, but it could take place in waters of higher concentra-

tion which had been made alkaline by plant action*

"

In the introduction to the same article, Twenhofel (1950),

p. 382, discussed previous work done with dolomitlc limestones

which resemble breccias* The brecciation or "pseudobrecclation"

is brought about by recryst llization of an aragonite portion of

a lime mud* The lighter colored, coarser textured matrix surrounds

particles of irregular shapes* The matrix is more argillaceous

than the fragments or particles and the carbonate of the matrix

may be calcite or dolomite*

The causal forces of lntraformatlonal structures which ori-

ginate outside the formation are numerous* The various authors

present many logical origins in different localities and environ-

ments*

Miller (1908), pp. 1+28*^f33, described intraforraational flow-*

age and faulting within the Trenton limestone at Trenton Falls,

Kew York* The features are traceable along two aor.es, for two

'.lies within the Trenton limestone which is ?70 feet thick*
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Miller attributes the deformation to differential movement along

less rigid zones. The features are associated with a thrust

fault and show definite flowage of the limestone with small nor-

mal and thrust faults. The flowage structures in many places

within the zones are highly twisted, contorted and broken where

they have been pushed over one another.

In a later article Miller (19??), PP. 5&7-610, set up a

criteria to distinguish features of subaqeous gliding from other

intraformational features. Miller^s criteria is as follows t

1. Notable variations in thickness of the contorted
zone locally, even within a few feet.

2. The very irregular upper surface of the folded
zone, and the rather regular under surface.

3. The bulging of the immediately overlying strata
over little anticlinal folds.

km The distinct evidence of the filling of the de-
pressions on the upper surface of the corrlgated zone be-

fore the general layers of overlying material were laid
down.

The theories of submarine slumping or flowage, differential

movement and differential compaction are the predominate ones con-

concerning the origin of intraformational features* Submarine

slumping is formed under water, as the name Implies, and entails

the slumping down a slope of the consolidated or unconsolidated

rook material. Barrington 3rown # s theory (Doreen, 1951) , P» 1831»

for submarine slumping of consolidated rock is that after a large

thickness of sediments have consolidated, if for sore reason the

mess was to become unstable through withdrawal of support or

other cause, an intrastratal 1 ne of weakness might develop and

the upper part would slide across the lower at a low angle. The
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slip plane would be a low angle normal fault plane. The slip

plane would be a breociated zone and have a great range in thick-

ness ranging from one inch to several hundreds of feet. He

(Harrington Brown) postulates that the slip plane can, in places

,

bifricate and even 3lope upward in places.

Fairbridge (19h6) > P» 8**, advocated the use of the features

of submarine slumping in the search for petroleum. Slumping will

occur on the flanks of submarine subsiding basins or rising anti-

clinal features if the movement continues during sedimentation.

The extremists of tMs theory believe that basins may even be-

come completely filled from this process. The slumping process

will occur on slopes as araall as two or three degree* and slump-

ing of normal sediments deposited on a slope of five degrees or

greater is inevitable. Oil tends to follow the 3helf principle

of accumulation and the shelf areas possess angles of low magni-

tude suitable for slumping. Fairbridge (19>+6) v p. 87, believed

that the field geologist could readily use the field evidence of

slumping in surface mapping, and has established a criteria to

assist the geologist in recognition of slump features luring field

mapping,•

1. Abnormal increase in thickness (stratigraphio or
bedding excess).

?. Abnormal decrease in thickness (stratigraphio or
bedding deficiency),

3* Superposition of sli-htly older on slightly younger
beds.

*f. Pseudo-unconformities, wh*»re horizontal beds lie
on peneconteaporaneous folds.
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5» Pseudo-conformities, here the slip has caused a
short hiatus, horizontal beds oeing overlain by horizontal.

Orientation of the slumps bf the field geologist should give

an indication of the position of the shore line or the flanks of

the anticline which was rising during sedimentation* Measured

sections on the flanks or crest will £lve no idea of the actual

thickness of the strata for there is no way of knowing what

amount of the material was incorporated in the slumping. The

thickness of the section will have to oe interpreted from adjacent

areas where no slumping has occurred.

Rettger (1935), PP« 271-292, performed extensive laboratory

experiments on soft rock deformation. Rettger U3es the term

"soft rock" rather than unconsolidated because of the ambiguous

useage of the terms consolidated and unconsolidated. Unconsoli-

dated applies also to rock which readily falls apart under the

hammer. Therefore a friable sandstone could be and is termed a

unconsolidated rock. Soft rock on the other hand by Rettger^

definition is one which can be shaped or deformed by the hand.

Soft rocks can be either coarse or fine sediments or material de-

posited from solution. The line of distinction between a consoli-

dated rock and an unconsolidated rock would be difficult to dis-

tinguish.

The soft rock experiments of Rettger exemplify contemporan-

eous defoliation and he again qualifies the definition of contem-

poraneous deformation to pertain to deformation any time after

deposition but before the- rock becomes hard. Some authors imply

contemporaneous deformation must occur immediately after deposition
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and before overlying sediments are deposited,

Rettger conducted his experiments in galvanized iron tanks

five feet long, one foot wide, with plate glass sides six inches

high. The tanks had four drains in one end for regulating the

water level. The sediments were all deposited when the tanks were

filled with water. To attain uniform deposition of the sediments

he mixed the clays and muds with water until they were soupy and

poured them from the containers beneath the surface of the water.

The clays, silts and muds would th<*n be allowed to settle uni-

formly. The sands were of three different groups, consisting of

coarse, medium, and fine elements to approach natural bedding

and the mechanical analysis of each was determined. The sands

were sieved into the tanks to attain more uniform distribution.

Sediments of different colors were used to emphasise the strati-

fication and to make the structures formed in the experiment more

distinct for photographing. The sliding plane in all of the

slump or slide structures was a layer of bentonite.

Slumping, by nature, as has been before mentioned, will occur

on slopes of two or three degrees but in Rettger' s experiments

slopes of twenty degrees or better were needed, even with the soft-

est material, before slumping would occur.

When slumping occurs lens like masses move down the slope

forming low angle normal faults at the crest of the slope. The

front end of the sliding mass is distorted the most and the folds

are at right angles to the direction of movement.

The upper surface of the slumped material displayed great

irregularity after It came to rest but with minor agitation of
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the water submarine ion effectively beveled the distorted

upper surface. Thus after mt deposition of new sedi-

ments a distorted layer between two undi3tur- Pi was at-

tains ,

Rettger in another experiment dc :ied that the features

of differential movement and subaqeous 3lunp were similar enough

that only under the most unusual cases would it be possible to

determine any difference or. Q the features. The two differ-

ent processes have no separal ; languishing features, there-

fore Rettfeer set up the following criteria.

1. Folding produced solely by differential movement
is apt to be regular, all folds having the same angle of
dip, The bedding more over is often not disrupted*

2« Intraformational folded zones produced by slump
are often beveled across the top. due to subsequent erosion,
and may be beveled along the bottom due to slide.

3. Large sections of the bedding may be absent or
duplicated in folded zones produced by slump due to actual
migration of material,

*+• A single or a very thin incompetent bed lying
between two highly folded zones suggests two periods of
slump with a short period of deposition between. It is
believed that such a thin bed could not have existed at
the tine of the folding of the lower zoi; .

!?• A bowing upward of the bods overlying the folded
zone at the crests of the folds suggests slump, but the ab-
sence of such bowing does not necessarily imply differential
movetaent, as submarine erosion may level the surface of the
folded zone before the deposition of the overlying beds.

When the tanks wore being tilted during the experiments and

before the slumping occurred, Rettger (1935), p. 281, noticed

very unusual occurrences. The bedding was disrupted by small vol-

canic like eruptions. These features were formed by the artesian

pressures from the hydrostatic head produced by the tilting.
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These features are similar to those described by Stewart (1956),

PP» 153-179* The small scale structures described by Stewart

were formed, in his opinion, by the entrapment of air in lagoon-

al, beach sand deposits protected from wave action by offshore

bars* The distorted areas were only affected by tidal fluctua-

tions* The sand at low tide would be exposed to the air and as

the water table would lower the air would follow it down into

the sand* The encroachment of the water at high tide would over-

run the sand before the water table could rise thereby entrapping

the air* The rising bubbles of air would form small scale domes

and slump structures generally les3 than eight to ton inches

across. Stewart produced identical features in the laboratory

using the same principle*

Although the features of Hettger and Stewart are analagous,

the features of Stewart were much more concentrated and continu-

ous than the features formed by the volcanic like eruptions of

Hettger*

From the data compiled in his experiments with soft rook

Hettger set up the following criteria for soft rock deformation!

1* There is never any cleavage which bears a direct
relationship to the folding or a parallel orientation of
mineral particles such as is seen in. gneisses and schists.

2* Deformation is in many places confined to a zone
between two undisturbed zones*

3* Structures (folds) tend to be beveled due to con-
temporaneous erosion or to sliding, and either top or
bottom may be beveled.

**• Structures are, in general, of small size (dif-
ferential settling on a large scale excepted)*
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5. Structures do not ordinarily show any direct re*
lationship to major diastrophlsm,

6, Structures and structural arrangements are usually
complex, normal and reverse structures being present In the
same bed within short distances,

7* There is evidence, in places, of actual migration
of sediments. In some cases this migration produces a re-
petition or omraission of beds*

8. )5vidence of cavities is entirely lacking. Struc-
tures of faulting are usually filled with material similar
to the sediment, rather than cement, such as vein quarts*

9, Faults are not sharply defined, but have charact-
eristic drag and blurred beds,

10, Joints, as such do not exist, except as tension
joints exemplified by mud cracks,

11, Faults, where present, are usually associated with
folded and crumpled bed3,

12, It is unlikely that any shells or other rigid
animal remains would be deformed. Such deformation suggests
hard rock folding or movement,

Rettger's concluding experiment was to determine the effect

of contained water on the competency of the beds. He conducted

experiments on sediments under water, sediments which had been

drained ?0 minutes and on seliments which had been drained of all

water for ?** hours. The sediments were distorted by a lateral

compressive force. The sediments under water were deformed in-

to an irregular anticline. The sediments drained for 20 minutes

formed an anticline with irregular waves or breaks in the strati-

fication while the sediments drained for 2*+ hours formed a sharp

distinct thrust fault, aettger concluded that too broad an

application of the experiments was not warranted*

Proffessor Emeritus Arthur B, Sperry, of the Geology Depart-

ntnt of Kansas State College, suggested that structural deformation
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of the type investigated for this report, could be caused by

earthquake shock* The deformation of stratigraphic units by

earthquakes has been greatly neglected in geologic litera ure.

No reports concerning the effect of earthquakes on stratigraphic

units can be found.

The U. 3. Coast and Geodetic Jurvey (Heck), 19*+7, PP» 32-35 f

lists 156 earthquakes for the central portion of the United

States. These include major and minor earthquakes from 1699

through 19**6 and were listed with the precaution that the list

was incomplete because accurate recording and listing of earth-

quakes has only been done for the last few years. Earthquakes

have toppled chimneys, cracked plaster, broken water mains, etc.,

in the Manhattan area (Heck), 19^7* P* **2. It seems that earth-

quakes of that severity would have some effect on geologic forma-

tions.

The application of Hutton 1 s doctrine of uniformltarianifm

and multiplication of the some two hundred millions of years,

since the end of the Permian period, by the average number of

earthquakes per fMff for the central region results in l?6, l+00,000

earthquakes that have shaken this area*

STRATIGRAPHY

The stratigraphic units investigated in this report are of

the Paleozoic sequence, Parisian 3y3tem and Wolfcamp series. The

term Wolfcamp replaces the previously used term Big Blue (Adams,

1939) as the name of the lowest series of the Permian system.

The Wolfcamp series as now defined contains the following groups,
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In ascending order: tl dre, il Grove and Chase groups.

Chase Croup

The Chase group, upper group of the Wolfcamp series, was

named from Chase County by Prosser (190?), pp. 713-71*+. Flint

bearing limestones are characteristic of the lower portion of

this group* The lower boundary of the Chase group is, the basal

ember of the Wreford limestone formation, the Threemile lime-

stone and the upper boundary is the Herington limestone, the up-

per member of the Nolans limestone formation. The formations of

the Chase group are, in ascending order i the Wreford limestone,

Hatfield shale, Sarneston limestone, Doyle shale, Winfield lime-

stone, Odell shale and the Nolans limestone formations, A geolog-

ic column of the Chase group is shown on Plate III,

The formations of the Chase group investigated for this re-

port are the Doyle shale and the Winfield limestone formations,

Doyle Shale Formation . The Doyle shale was named from ex-

posures on Doyle creek, southwest of Florence, Marion County,

Kansas, The name was £iven by Prosser (1905), p. 715. 'Oyle

shale overlies the Sarneston lisiestone and underlies the Winfield

limestone. Later Moore (1936) » p. 1?, stated that the Doyle

shale was divisible into three units which could be given forma-

tional rank, Moore* s redefinition was not accepted and the tend-

ency now is to retain Prosser* s original definition giving the

three unit3 the rank of member. The members of the Doyle shale

formation are in ascending order* the Holmesville shale, the

Towanda limestone and Gage shale. The Doyle shale ranges in
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ickness from 85 to 90 feet thl ut the area of investiga-

tion,

Holraesvllle Shale Hsrabor, The Holraeaville shale is defined

a3 the basal member of the Doyle shale formation
9 overlying the

Fort Riley limestone member of the Barr.es'on liraestone formation

and underlying the Towanda limestone • The type locality is one

and one-half miles west and one-half mile north of Holmesvllle,

Gage County ,-^iSanoan » The Holmesville shale is predominately

gray but also it Is yellow, red and green in parts. The mppMN

most portion is predominately green to the base of the overlying

Towanda limestone. The thickness ranges from 20 to 2? feet*

Towanda Liraestone Msraber. Prosser (1902), p. 715 » recog-

nized the existence of a middle member as what is now the Doyle

formation. Path (1926), p, 5**t later named this member the To-

wanda limestone from exposures near Towanda, Sutler County, Kan-

sas, The Towanda limestone is tho middle meraber of the Doyle

formation overlying the Holmesville shale and underlying the

Oage shale* The Towanda limestone is defined as a persistent

but irregular unit, Within the area of Investigation it varies

from a soft yellow limestone to a gray lithographic limestone in

many exposures, i.e. west center boundary section 28, T 9 S,

R 6 E. The outcrop character of the Towanda limestone ranges

from bold to moderate and is readily traceable on the landscape.

Identification of thr> Towanda limestone is enhanced by tho char-

acteristic absence of fossils and the thick shale sections above

and below. In the area of investigation the Towanda has a range

in thickness from 8»5 feet to a little over 1? feet.
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Gage Shale Member. The Gage shale is the upper aember of

the Doyle formation. It was named from type exposures in Gage

County, Nebraska, The lower two-thirds of the Gage Is predomi-

nately a red shale up to within 10-15 feet of the top where a

calcareous zone is encountered which locally contains a unit

bedded limestone lens generally less than one foot thick. From

the calcareous zone to the base of the Stovall the Gage shale is

yellowish-gray with abundant fossils. The portion of the Gage

shale immediately below the Stovall limestone locally is similar

to a coquinoid shale and is everywhere abundantly fossiliferous.

The Gage shale averages about 50 feet thick over the underlying

Towanda limestone. Accurate measurement of this shale section

in certain localities is difficult due to irregularities assoc-

iated with the intraformational structures of the overlying and

underlying limestone members,

Winfield Linf.gt.one Forraation, The Winfield limestone forma-

tion (Prosser, 1897), P» &*, was formerly named the Marion concre-

tionary limestone (Jewett, 19^1), p, 83, from the type locality

near Marlon in Marion County, Kansas, The name Winfield was ap-

plied from exposures near winfield in Cowley County, Kansas, The

Winfield limestone formation contains three members in ascending

orderi (1) The Stovall limestone, (2) Grant shale, and (3) Cress-

well limestone including the "Luta* beds in the upper portion.

The Winfield limestone forraation was renamed, as was pre-

viously mentioned, from the Marion limestone. The renaming changed

the type locality to Cowley County, this in Jewett* s opinion (19*+!,

p, 83) should be relocated farther north than Cowley County or to
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the original type locality of the previous name. The present

locaticn of the type locality occurs where the lower two members

of this formation begin to "pinch out".

The Luta beds, in many previous descriptions, have been

given the rank of a member in either the Winfield or the over-

lying Odell shale formation. The recent trend is to refer to

this unit as the Luta beds of the Cresswell limestone member.

The latter designation will be used in this report.

Stovall Limestone lumber. The Stovall linvestone is the basal

ember of the Winfield limestone formation. It was named froa

exposures on the Stovall farm, seven miles southwest of Florence,

Marion County, Kansas (Condra and Upp, 193D» P. ^9. The Stov-

all limestone in the area investigated for this report contains

an abundance of chert arranged in nodular, irregular bands which

locally coalesce to form one thick irregular band comprising up

to two-thirds of the member. The limestone is generally light

gray in color and contains sllicifled fossils. The fossil content

is variable and on well weathered exposures they are conspicuous

beeause of their resistance to weathering. The Stovall varies

from one foot to two and two-tenths feet throughout the area of

Investigation.

Grant Shale Member. The Grant shale was named from exposures

five to six miles north of Florence, Marion County, Kansas in

Grant township (Condra and Upp, 1931 ), P. 50. The shale is blu-

ish gray and highly calcareous. The Grant shale ranges in thick-

ness from nine to twelve feet and again, as in the case of the

Gage shale, accurate measurements locally are difficult because
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of the Irregularities associated with the intraformational struc-

tures of the overlying and underlying limestone members. Fossils

are present in the Grant shalr.

Cresswell Litrestone Member. ^sswell limestone is the

upper member of the Winfield formation. The Cresswell was form-

erly called the "concretionary linestone". The name Cresswell

was given hy Condra and Upp (193D* P» 51 1 from exposures in Cress-

well township, Cowley County, Kansas, They (Condra and Upp) des-

cribe it as a persistant massive limestone varying from four to

eleven feet in thioknoss from Oklahoma to Nebraska. The Luta

limestone was named by J. tf* Beede from type exposures near Luta

brooks north of Marion, Marion County, Kansas (Condra and Upp,

193D • p« 57 » an1 *»s considered as the basal member of the

Sumner group for many years. H, C. Moore, in 1936, <P« 12) treat-

ed the Luta limestone as the upper member of the Winfield lime-

stone.

The base of the Cresswell limestone consists of a unit bed-

ded persistent limestone generally les3 than three feet thick.

The basal "unit" is persistent, resistant to weathering and con-

tains abundant fossil fragments. The abundance of echlnoid spines

is a diagnostic feature but the fossils may be absent locally.

The limestone is a light bluish gray to buff and has a white,

smooth appearance on the weathered portions. Locally the basal

unit bedded portion of the Cresswell limestone contains nodular

chert. The basal limestone is overlain by thinner bedded lime-

stones grading into the platy beds of the Luta limestone* The

Luta beds are composed predominately of a light grayish white,



platy limestone but loyally may bo a shale containing abundant

peodes and MWNtl<M) or, as In southwestern 3ilcy County, the

Iiuta beds are a white powdery, calcareous marl U3ed by the farm-

ers for agricultural lime. I beds are characteristically

nonfossiliferous. The Cresswoll limestone within this area ranges

from twelve to fifteen feet in thickness.



EXPLAHATI08F <* PLATE III

Generalized stratigraphio section of the Chase group, Wolf«

series, Permian system*
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STRUCTURE

The Abilene anticline, the dominant structural feature of

this area, was named by Berwick, (1958), p. 1?9» He described

it as a fold of considerable sise paralleling the larger Nemaha

anticline farther to the east and bordering the Salina Basin to

the west. The Abilene anticline, or Abilene arch, as it is com-

monly referred to, trends north northeast through Riley County.

The northern extension into northern Kansas and Nebraska is

called the 3arneston anticline. The southern extremity of the

Abilene arch extends into west central Dickinson County and ter-

minates in the Salina Basin syncline (Lee, et al., 19*+8), P. 136.

The Abilene arch is a pronounced asymmetrical plunging anti-

clinal fold. The dips on the western flank are but a little more

than the regional dip of this area but on the eastern flank some

of the steepest dips to be found in the surface rocks in Kansas

are expressed. The crest of the anticline plunges to the south-

west 22 feet per mile (Nelson, 1952), p, 25.

The Abilene anticline was formed at the same time as the

Nemaha anticline and the Salina Basin. The period of defornation

which formed these features began in Mississlppian time and ter-

minated in Permian time (Lee, et al., 19*f8), P. 136. The deforma-

tion reaches its peak at the end of Mississlppian and continued

diminishingly into Permian time.

The Abilene arch is believed by many to be the surface ex-

pression of a fault in the Pre-Carabrian basement complex. The

subsurface of the Abilene arch is virtually unexplored and con-
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sequently little information is available. Kelson (1952), p. 20,

prepared a structural contour map on the Pre-Carabrian surface

and inferred a fault with as much as *fOO feet of displacement*

The name Sig Blue fault was proposed by him for this fault.

The outcrop of the rock units investigated for this report

surround the surface expression of the Abilene arch. The struct

tural distortion, the intraformational deformation and facies

changes combine to make stratigraphic correlation difficult at

tines.

The surface structure of the Abilene anticline depicts ideal

structural conditions for the subsurface accumulation of oil.

Prolific oil production has been obtained from the central Kansas

uplift, forming the western boundary of the Salina Basin. This

suggests the Abilene anticline, forming the eastern boundary may

be equally as prolific, but it has been virtually unexplored.

The author believes that the future potential for oil production

of the Abilene anticline is very good,

INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES

Field Procedure

The field work incurred extensive investigation of the sur-»

face expression of the formations in question. The samples were

collected from various locations and at each location the outcrop

sampled was measured and described in detail. The locations were

recorded in a field book to the nearest ten acre tract, using the

government land grid system, whenever -ossible. The majority of
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the locations described, measured and sampled display unusual

Characteristics either fades changes or structures peculiar to

the area* The reminder of the detailed outcrop descriptions

pertain to the areas displaying typical, undisturbed character-

istics.

Laboratory Procedure

The laboratory procedures were applied in an attempt to

determine the origin of the intraforniational structural features.

The insoluble residue technique was applied to determine if

the sink holes could possibly have originated in the Grant shale.

The calcium-magnesium ratio of the Cresswell limestone was

used to determine if the distortions of the limestones could be

attributed to the change of volume which accompanies the dolomit-

isation process.

Insoluble Residue . The samples of the Grant shale, obtained

in the field at sink hole structures, were collected in a set con-

sisting of three samples from each location. The sink hole struc-

tures that could be sampled were displayed in road cuts or stream

banks revealing a cross-sectional view of the structure* The set

of three samples consisted of one sample from each side of the

structure at approximately the same elevation within the shale

member and one sample taken from the base of the depression.

Samples were taken from each side of the sink hole to increase the

accuracy of the results. The sample taken froa the base of the

depression was obtained from S to 1 foot below the severely

weathered portion to eliminate, as much as possible, sampling the
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of most reoent solution action. The samples were then crush-

ed to facilitate the leaching by hydrochloric acid. Ten grams of

the crushed shale sample was weighed on filter paper on an analy-

tical balance. The sample was then put into a container anl to

it was added hydrochloric acid in sparing amounts while stirring

alternately until all effervescing had ceased. The mixture was

then filtered and washed until all hydrochloric acid was washed

out and all the soluble compounds were filtered out. The residue

was then put, with the filter paper, into a drying oven until it

was completely dry and then weighed. The final weight after

treatment was then subtracted from the original weight resulting

in the amount of leachable material in the shale sample. The

percentage of leached element was then computed.

)lo 1. Results of the insoluble residue of the grant shale

*IWMWWlW<i*IMi l»»*i in n.illKMIIWI ^HlWh U 'll m iWl H»Wi jM|iw W IW llPl l lll—WWMwWWOi liWMI >WiWPI HHW MIMI II I ilill ll l <WHWWWWWNW'M W 'W Wi TOWWWWHtm

*imm**i**M*m,ul na immwiii WHWW imwim i i*n i.mnwwiwiw iiw »M i
in m \ iwwwhwi i^iwiwi.ii mittntmmmmmmmmt iwmw^PMiWiMi ini iwwtM 11 1 m i. n \\m-~mmmmmmmm

sle Ho.t Weight digested i Dry weight t Weight t Percentage
: .1 a filter paper : after dir.estion t lost t lost

la 10 grams 5.18 if.82 tt«l
lb 10 grams 4-.00 6.00 .0
lc 10 grams 5.37 **.63 **6.3

2a 10 grams 5.*f2 !f.58 *f5.8
2b 10 grams 5.68 *f.l2 if1.2
2o 10 grams 5. *f.78 if7.8

Samplo numbers correlate with location 2*f of Plate II, fig. 1.
lb and 2b were collected at the base of the sink holes.

^LglwHfaffigato PgtarfflfafflUojfl. ?ho analysis to determine

the content of calcium-magnesium carbonates of the Cresswoll lime-

stone was undertaken to see if the zones of distortion or breccia-

tion contained a high content of magnesium.
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Theory of Analysis, This analysis concerns titrations of a

standard calcium solution of known concentration and sample lime-

stone solutions of unknown concentrations* The aliquots obtained

from titrating solutions of known concentration are compared to

the aliquots obtained from titrating solutions of unknown concen-

trations*

Two titrations are needed* The first titration determines

the content of calcium plus magnesium and the second determine*

the content of calcium alone.

Preliminary Procedures. The sample* of lirsestone used in

this process were collected from outcrops of the Cresswell lime*

stone* Every outcrop from which a sample was taken was measured,

described and located geographically to the nearest ten acres

whenever possible* rack sample was made up of from seven to ten

pieces, all of uniform size, approximately the size of a golf

ball is satisfactory. Care was taken to get unweathered samples*

The pieces composing -each sample were taken at random from the

Cresswell outcrops in an attempt to prevent the introduction of

biased samples*

The samples were ground to less than ten mesh, but the siss

to which the samples are ground is dependent upon the time avail-

able for the digestion by hydrochloric acid. The ground sample

was placed on a large smooth sheet of paper, approximately two

feet by two feet, and rolled back and forth from corner to corner

fifty times* This was done to thoroughly mix the sample and to

keep the powdered fraction mixed with the coarse material, From

the well mixed sample about $0 grams was taken at random to fill
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a sample bottle. The sample bottle was filled so that no sep-

aration of the coarse anil fine fractions would occur before the

Analysis was completed. From the sample 2.5 grams wars weiglied

out on an analytical balance* The weighed samples were tljcn put

into individual beakers. A small amount of water was added to

moisten the powdered sample so there would be no los3 by fluffing

when the hydrochloric acid is added. Only distilled water saist

be used in this analysis. A two to one solution of water and

hydrochloric acid was added in small quantities so the sample

would not effervesce too violently. When the sample stops effer-

vescing upon stirring, add small amounts of hydrochloric acid.

Care was taken not to add an excess of hydrochloric acid because

this would necessitate later adding an exoess of base to neutra-

lise the solution. When the sample no longer effervesces when

hydrochloric acid is added, pour it into a "/ .illiliter flask

and allow it to cool to room temperature. The beaker was rinsed

with water several times to insure that all of the solution and

insoluble residue was washed from the beakers. A ^njmiw ©f

three hours should be allowed for cooling the solutions.

While the sample solutions are cooling prepare a standard

calcium solution. This solution may be prepared by accurately

weighing 25.0000 grans of chemically pure calcium carbonate, dis-

solving it in a minimum amount of hydrochloric acid and carefully

diluting to a volume of one liter with water. This solution con-

tains ?.5000 grams of calcium carbonate equivalent or 1.0000 gram

of calcium per 100 milliliters. The standard calcium solution

gives a known calcium content on which to base the computations
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and was prepared in this concentration for ease of computations*

Determination of the Content of Calcium pins Magnesium*

The preparation and uses of the various reagents used In the

determination of the content of calcium plus magnesium were as

follows *

The sample limestone solutions may be prepared in the con*

centration of 2*5 grams of limestone sample per 250 milliliters*

the 2? milliliters of sample solution used for this process con*

tains *25 grams of limestone equivalent*

The buffer may be prepared by dissolving one liter of ammon-

ium hydroxide and 500 grams of ammonium chloride in 8 liters of

water* Thi3 solution has a pH value of 9«5 and when used in the

amounts specified by the analysis will maintain the pH value of

the solutions at approximately 9*5 during the *Versene* titrations*

The Erio Chrome Black T Indicator is made by dissolving 0*2

grams of Erio Chrome Black T indicator (Eastman #P 6361) plus 2

grams of hydroxylamine hydrochloride In 50 milliliters of methyol

alcohol. This indicator should be kept in a refrigerator or be

used freshly made up* A stabilized indicator that can be used

for a long period without refrigeration may be purchased from the

Bersworth Chemical Company* The Erio Chrome Black T Indicator

combines with the magnesium of the solutions*

Dilute magnesium sulphate is useful in detecting the end

point when the solution contains no magnesium* Only one drop was

used to avoid introducing a significant error into the true mag-

nesium content*

Potassium cyanide was added to stabilise the indicator by
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combining with any interferring elements which may be present in

the solutions. Care should be taken not to add the potassium

cyanide to an acid solution*

The *?ersene" solution was made
y

ay dissolving 500 grams of

disodium, dihydrogen *Versenen in 10 liters of the ammonium hy*

droxlde ammonium chloride buffer solution. The "Tersene* will

combine with the calcium of the solution before it combines with

the magnesium.

When the sample solutions have cooled to room temperature*

adjust the individual solutions to 250 milliliters with water

and the first process for the content of calcium plus manges turn

may be started*

Beakers for the standard and unknown samples should be ob-

tained, washed and rinsed in water*

The process for the determination of the calcium plus mag*

nesiua content of each solution should be as follows:

To the beakers add;

25 ml of sample solution

50 ml of buffer

£ ml of indicator

1 drop of HgdOt*

1 pinch (appro*, the size of a pea) of KCN (The KCN
oast only be added to a basic solution*)

After stirring the mixture is ready for the "Versene" titra-

tion*

The "Versene" titration 3hould be done slowly and the solu-

tion should be stirred continuously during titration* The solu-
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tions nay be titrated over a daylight fluorescent bulb thus they

aay be viewed by transmitted light, In which slight color change*

are moat easily seen.

The burette reading is made at the point when the color

change is complete. The solution changes from a wine red to a

sky blue color.

Three titrations are carried out with the standard calcium

solution to make sure that there is no variation in the quantity

of "Versene" used in titration of the three standard calcium solu-

tions* One of the solutions should be kept for color comparison.

The titration of the standard calcium solutions should be done

first and oust be done with absolute accuracy because the results

of the complete analysis depends upon the accuracy of the stan-

dard titrations. The sample solution titrations should be done

In duplicate and if any variation of the "Versene" content is

noted, then additional titrations should be made until equal quan-

tities of "Versene" are used in at least two samples.

The computation of the results of this process gives the con-

tent of calcium plus magnesium carbonates.

Determination of the Content of Calcium. The preparation

and uses of the various reagents used in the determination of the

content of calcium alone is as follows:

The sample solution is the same as prepared for the calcium

plus magnesium determination.

The standard calcium solution is the same as prepared under

preliminary procedures. The process for the calcium content re*

quires titration with the standard calcium solution.
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The "Versene" Is the same as prepared for the determination

of the content of calcium plus magnesium.

The potassium hydroxide • potassium ohloride buffer was pre*

pared by adding ?!?0 grams of potassium hydroxide and 50 grasa of

potassium chloride to *f liters of water. The pH value of this

buffer is about 12* The buffer, as in the determination of the

calcium plus magnesium content, adjusts the pH value of the solu-

tions.

The potassium cyanide is the same as stated for the deter»

mination of the content of calcium plus magnesium*

The murexide indicator was Bade by mixing one gram of murex-

ide with 200 grams of potassium sulphate and grinding to pass a

kO mesh screen. The murexide will combine with calcium but only

after the terser©" is satisfied. When the calcium added by

titration from the standard calcium solution, is equivalent to

the "Versene" content the indicator will combine with the excess

calcium and change color.

The process for the determination of the content of the cal»

ciura solutions is done with murexide as the indicator and titrated

with the standard calcium solution prepared for this analysis*

The "Versene" must be standardised with the murexide indicator

for the process of determining the calcium content of the solu-

tions. The standardizing of the "Versone" should be done in trip-

licate, as was done for the previous determination of the content

of calcium plus magnesium. The standardizing titrations of the

second process should be accomplished first and again it should

be done with extreme accuracy*
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The procedure for determining thf content of calcium In the

solutions is as follows

t

To each beakor addj

25 ml of sample solution

25 ml of "Yersen^"

2? ml of KOH buffer

1 pinch* of KCW

1 pinch* of ftiraxide indicator

*{Approx, the size of a pea)

If the "Versene" is added before the KOH buffer the precipi-

tation of the calcium is prevented and the time for the resolu-

tion of the calcium by the "Versene" is saved*

The color change for the second titration is from purple to

red and again the burette reading is taken at the point where com-

plete color change is accomplished.

The computations for the above process results in the content

of calcium in the solutions*

Computations of the Calcium plus Magnesium Carbonate Content.

The standardisation of the "Versene" against the indicator took

X milliliters of "Versene". Th* aliquot of standard calcium solu-

tion contained 0.2? gram of CaCOj (2? gras per liter concentration)
f

therefore j 0.25 gram of CaC©3 is equivalent to X ml of *Versene w

and 1 ml of *Versene" is equivalent to ,25A gms. CaO^ plus ^^
J^

(MgCO^ is calculated as CaCO^).

I (.25A) X <**) X (100) % per gm of CaC0
3 plus *fcC03V equivalent to 1 ml "Versene*.

The above eomputations obtain a constant factor which may be
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multiplied tines the "Versene" aliquots of the sample titrations.

The product is the percentage content of the CaCO* plus MgCO-*.

The finished equation for sample titrations would be*

Y ml "Versene" X (100/X) r % CaC0
3 plus MgC0

3

X « ml "Versene" in standard solution

I s ml "Versene 1* used in individual sample solu-
tions.

Computation of the Calcium Carbonate Content. The standard-

izing of the "Versene" solution found that 25 ml of "Versene" was

equivalent to A ml of standard calcium solution which contains

0.025 gms CaCO? per ml.

B ml of standard calcium solution, obtained in titration of

each individual sample solution, subtracted from A ml, found

above, results in C ml of standard calcium solution which is

equivalent to the CaCO, of each sample. Therefore, if the sample

solution contains .25 gram of limestone and the standard calcium

solution contains .025 gram of pure CaCOo, multiplying each

amount by four, to bring the amount of limestone sample to one

gram, then by 100, to obtain percentage would place the decimal

one place to the right transforming the C ml, obtained by sub-

traction, into the percentage content of CaCXK.

The completed equation would bet

A - B I C

(C) X (l*) X (100) Z % CaC0
3 by weight

A « milliliters of standard calcium solution
equivalent to 25 milliliters of "Versene".

B « milliliters of standard calcium solution
added to each sample solution.
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c 5 milliliters of standard calcium solution
equivalent to the CaCOj of each sample*

Computation of the True Magnesium Carbonate Content, The

CaCO^ content of each individual sample subtracted from the CaCO^

plus MgCO* content, of its respective sample, results in the

MgC0
3

content of each sample. The MgCOo must be corrected by

Multiplying the computed 1^00^ content by the ratio of the mole-

cular weights of Mg(»3 to CaCO^ which is «8*f.

Table 2. Tabulation of the results of the calcium magnesium
determination*

Sample t Location
Number i Number

t CaCO* %
t Content

i MgCO. %
i Content

t Outcrop Char-
s acterlstic

i Fossil
s Content

* 8 79.25 1.60 Dndlstorted Fosslliferous

2 9 76.00 3.97 Undistorted Fossiliferous

3 l?a

12b

85.76

77*79

.79

Ml
Undistorted
(Normal Fault)
Distorted

Fosslliferous

Non-fosslllf-

5 12c 81.12 3A7 Distorted
erous
Non-fossilif-

6 15 86.50 1.52 Undistorted
erous
Fossiliferous

7 5 81.12 5.W0 Distorted Kon-fos3ilif-

8 17 72.50 7.52 Distorted
erous
Non-fossllif-

9 18 Mf.50 37.56 Undistorted
erous
Non-fossilif-

10 19 77.50 3.125 Undistorted
erous
Non-fosailif-

11

13

20

21

50.50

77.00

82.50

38.68

3.35

2.19

Distorted (no
inclusions)
Undistorted
(Normal Fault)
Undistorted

erous
Non-fossilif-
erous
Fossiliferous

Non-fossilif-

l»f

15

23

2»f

83.50

85.50

2.89

2.75

Undistorted
(sink hole?)
Undistorted
(sink hole)

erous
Non-fossilif-
erous
Fossiliferous
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DESCRIPTION OF INTRAFORMATIONAL STRUCTURAL FEATURES

Faults

The faulting of the limestone strata of this area is very

complex. Kormal and reverse faults are found adjacent to each

other with no obvious arrangement.

^wmI faults . High angle normal faults are numerous in

the Cresswell limestone and Stovall limestones but not as many

are found in the Towanda limestone. The fault displacement

ranges from four feet to a few inches with an average displacement

of three feet. Plate IV shows a typical normal fault of the Cress*

well limestone. These two limestones are separated by the Grant

shale which has a normal thickness of between nine and ten feet

but at the faulted structures the displacement Is adjusted in the

shale resulting in irregular thicknesses of the shale section.

The extreme stratigraphlc thickness separating the Cresswell and

Towanda limestones prevented determining if the fault at any one

location extended downward to the Towanda limestone* The author

believes that the thick Gage shale absorbed the displacing forces.

Thrust Faults . The thrust or low angle reverse faults occur

in the Stovall limestone (Plate V). The abundance of chert in

the member makes It an extremely brittle unit which does not seem

to yield plastically to deforming forces. Thrust faults in the

Stovall are numerous. The faults , as has been previously report-

ed, usually display heave of four to six feet and throw from two

to three feet (Neff , 19**9). The reverse faults are generally dis-

played with heave twice that of the throw (Kelson, 1952), p. 15.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE 17

Normal fault of the Cressvrell lioestone member • SWi SWi

Sec. 31*f ?• 9 S*, R. 5 E,





EXPLANATION OF PUT1
? V

Fig* 1* Thrust fault of the Stovall limestone asaber, SWi Stfi

SEi Sec. 36, T. 8 S. f
R. h It

Fig, 2. A sketch of the thrust fault of Fig. 1,, showing the

possible fault plane*
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The Stovall also in many places displays a peculiar feature.

This unit has been bent and crumbled with no f or very little dis-

location, of the bedding planes as they conform to the fold re*

suiting in a small scale monoclinal feature (Plate VI)* The

amplitude of the feature is usually about two feet varying from

to three and covering a horizontal distance usually not ex-

ceeding twelve feet«

Intraformational Srecciution

The most unusual feature of the investigation is the intra-

formational breccia tion displayed in the Towanda and the Cress-

well limestones (Plate VII), The brecclation is observed at

random heights within each unit displaying no stratigraphic level

preference. The breociatlon is predominately In the Towanda but

an almost comparable amount occurs In the Cresswell, Inclusions

which obviously must have come from the red basal portions of

the shales overlying the Towanda and Cresswell occur incorporated

into the brecclated zones and have been cemented with calcite.

The brecclation consists of angular fragments of limestone

surrounded by a matrix of cemented red shale. The equally puz-

zling fact is that in many localities the exact opposite, where

the angular fragments are found to be red shale inclusions with

a Matrix of limestone, is found. The latter case is not as pre-

valent as the first and the fragments are more isolated and less

abundant. This occurence Is found more often in the Cresswell

than In the Towanda,

The brecclated zones vary in thickness from minute zones or



EXPLANATION OF PLATF VI

Fig. 1, Monoclinal feature of the Stovall limestone, NWi HBi

NEi Sec. 20, T. 7 S«| R. 6 E.

Fig. 2. Partially developed thrust fault in the Stovall lime-

stone. Across the road south from Fig. 1.
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PLATE VI

Fig* 1

Fig, $
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Fig, 1. Intraformational brecciation of the Cr«s«well

atone, C. W» line .3oc. 16, T. 9 S., R # 6 B»

Pig. 2. Ir.trafornjational brecciation of the Towanda limestone*

SW* Wi 8Wi Sec. 16, T. 9 3., R. 6 .
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layers only inches thick to zonos as much as six or eight feet

thick. The limestone within the thin brecciated zones in some

cases depicts possible incomplete brecciation of the limestone

or mud cracks. The features are analagous to well formed mud

cracks which retain their angularity. The individual limestone

fragments within all of the brecciated zones generally range in

size from two and one-half to one-tenth of an inch measured across

the long dimension. The red shale inclusions have been observed

in rectangular chunks as long as three feet. The larger chunks

are usually found at the base of the Cresswell limestone with no

visible means of reaching that position, although a Joint in the

Cresswell is usually observed immediately above them.

Slump Structures

The term slump structure used in this report refers to small

scale structural features with a partial appearance of a syn-

cline with nearly vertical flanks, the lower portion of which has

completely lost its stratification planes in the base of the slump,

area. The slump structures occur in areas of horizontal strati-

fication where the support in a small area appears to have been

removed while the limestone was in the soft rock stage. Slump

structures (Plate VIII) occur associated with the brecciated

zones within the Cresswell and Towanda limestones. These are

small structural features with the horizontal dimension, generally

three to four feet, greater than the vertical dimension. In

places the stratification planes are folded almost ninety degrees

without associated fracturing within a horizontal distance of less



EXPLANATION OF PLATE VIII

Slump structure within the Towanda limestone. KWi NWi SW-i

Sec. 28, 1'. 9 ^. f H. 6 .
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than one foot. Stratification planes are visible near the edges

of slump structures but the planes become indistinguishable in

the lower part of the slump area* Slump structures appear to

have a random distribution throughout the liaestone unit but

occur more often near the middle.

Sink Holes

Sink holes are a common feature of the Cressvell limestone

but are more prevalent further south in Marion County* An ex*»

cellent cross-sectional exposure of a sink hole is shown on Plate

IX. The sink hole in this case, and others in various parts of

Riley County, occurs where only the lower, unit bedded, two to

three foot portion of the Cresswell limestone remains, although

the depression extends well into the basal portion of the under-

lying Grant shale*

The sink holes create topographic depressions ranging from

approximately ten feet long and six feet wide to circular depress-

ions a hundred feet and greater in diameter*

Mod Cracks

The Towanda limestone displays a sedimentary structure which

is identical in appearance to well formed mud cracks (Plato X)*

The mud cracks are formed in material of the same type as the

limestone surrounding them. The mud cracks occur, wherever found,

associated with the brecciated zones* The mud oraeks bound char-

acteristic polygons of irregular size, ranging from three inches

to one-tenth of an inch, measured along the long dimension and



EXPLANATION GF PLATE IX

Fig» 1. Jross sectional view of a sink hole in the Grant chale

and Cressvell limestone* SKi SWi 3cc. £
f
T. 9 SM

Fig # 2. Sink hole in the Grant shale and Cressvell liiaestone.

The 3tick is fiv* feet long« REi SW-fc SWi See* 6,
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PLATE IS

Fig. 1

Fig. 2



EXPLANATION OF PLATE X

Fig. 1. Pseuio-naid cracks found within the Towanda linestone.

NWi SWi SWi Sec, ?8, T, 9 SM R, 6 F..

Fig. 2. ^cation within the Towanda lisiestone where the Pseudo-

raud 3racks of Fig. l. f were found.
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are found in most oases near the middle of the limestone unit,

CONCLUSIONS

The structural distortion of the area investigated is ex-

tremely complex and apparently is the result of a complicated

geologic history which is not immediately recognizable. The

occurence of structural features of soft and hard rock deforma-

tion in close association is very unusual.

The knowledge gained from the previous reports of structural

deformation of this type and the complexity of the structural

features found indicate that there had to be at least two phases

of structural deformation. The characteristic hard rock faulting

of the thin Stovall limestone could occur between the soft rock

deformation of the Towanda and Cresswell limestones only by the

exertion of two separate deforming forces.

The presence of mud cracks or "pseudo-mudcracks" is another

indication that suggests soft rock deformation. Mud cracks may

form in soft rocks as a result of tension. This mode of forma-

tion of the mud cracks is the only plausible one, for it would be

impossible for the area to be elevated above water level for a

sufficient length of time to develop the mud cracks and then sub-

side without leaving some evidence of wave action.

The intraformational brecclatlon in places shows distinct

evidence of soft or a partially lithified condition, of the rock

during induration. The particles are subangular to angular. The

emplacement of the fragments of red shale into a matrix of lime-

stone had to be accomplished during the soft rock stage. The
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random orientation of the orecciated zones within the two lime-

stones also discounts the possibility of one period of deforma-

tion* The analysis for the content of calcium plus magnesium car-

bonates of the Cresswell was determined in an attempt to correlate

the breeeiated and distorted zones to a high magnesium carbonate

content* This attempt at correlation proved unsuccessful but the

high magnesium content did prove to correlate with the absence of

fossils in the Cresswell limestone* In all cases where non*

fossiliferous zones were sampled they proved to be high in mag-

nesium carbonate* This indicated the dolomitic zones were pri-

mary and not secondary for fossils could not have lived in a

high magnesium environment*

The sink holes of the Cresswell limestone and Grant shale

have originated from recent erosion at the surface* Though con-

tradictory to geologic thinking the sink holes have obviously

formed in the Grant shale and the overlying Cresswell has collap-

sed into the cavities* The soluble portion of the Grant shale

ranged from **1«2 percent to 60 percent by weight* The soluble

portion plus the fine fraction of the shale which could be carried

away by suspension would be sufficient to form sink holes once an

open system along a joint or fracture has developed*

The deforming or distorting forces, seem to have been pri-

marily instigated by earthquakes or some similar agent capable of

shaking up the limestones in their soft rock state* Some agent

of this type would have been needed to form the severe breccla-

tion and to incorporate the shales from the overlying units into

the limestone to a maximum depth of fifteen feet* The complete
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lack of stratifloation at some localities suggests that the sub-

aqueous slump or differential compaction initiated by earthquake

shock, was sufficient to destroy stratification planes but not

of sufficient intensity to produce flow structures.

The geologic history of this area has long been a problem

and much more geologic investigation will be needed before it is

solved*

1
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The following measured sections of the Chase group, Wolf-

-
camp series, Permian system, in Riley County are numbered to

9
correspond to the locations shown in Plato II

»

<

(1) mi 3W£ SWi Sec. 16, T« 9 SM R. 6 E,

Doyle shale formation

/

Towanda linestone member (incomplete)

/
Zone 1, 1*1 feet limestone? finely crystalline

?

blocky to unit bedded | light crar|
weathers gray with limonlte stains

$

non-fossillferous

•

i

Zone 2, 5 fe*t limestone? finely crystalline}
piaty to blocky. fragmented in part?
light gray* weathers gray with
liiaonite stains ? non-fossiliferous?
contains inclusions of red shale*

(2) NW± SWi Sec. PO, t, 9 5M 5, 6 E.

p

g

Winfield limestone formation

Cresswell limestone member (indistinct, no accurately
measurable section)

T

*

lh t feet limestone? finely crystalline? platy
to unit bedded? light buff? wea-
thers buff to white? echinoid spines
and plates? inclusions of red shale
and -chert nodules.

(3) C. W, line Sec, 18, T, 9 S,, R, 6 E #

/ Winfield limestone formation

i

Cresswell limestone member (incomplete, no accurately
measurable section)

*

>

6 * feet limestone? finely crystalline? platy
to unit bedded? light buff: weathers
buff to white? non-fossiliferous?
agricultural lime excavated from the
upper portion.
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m Continued

-
Grant shale member

9
10 * feet shale

f
calcareous, blocky to platy;

light gray; weathers gray; derbyla
abundant,

Stovall limestone member (indistinct)

Nodular gray chert debris.

Doyle shale formation

Gage shale member (incomplete)

20 *, feet shale, calcareous} nlaty to fissle;
gray in upper to red in lowers eoh-
inoid spines, crinoid eolumnals.

00 HWi KWi HWi Sec. 12, T. 9 S., '. 3 B,

Winfield limestone formation

Cresswell limestone member (Incomplete)

Zone 1, **.5 feet limestones finely crystalline j platy s

light buff 5 weathers buff; non-fos~
siliferous.

Zone 2, .75 feet limestones finely crystalline; unit
bedded; light buff; weathers buff;
non-fossiliferous

•

Zoom 3# *75 feat limestones finely crystalline; unit
bedded; light buff; weathers buff;
non»fossiliferous

•

Zone h t 2.5 feet limestone; finely crystalline to
dense; light buff; weathers buff;
echinold spines and test plates.

(5) NWi SWi SWi Sec. 1, T. 9 3., R. 6 E.

Winfield limestone formation

Cresswell limestone member (incomplete)

*f.2 feet limestone; finely crystalline to
dense; amorphous, honeycombed, red
shale inclusions; gray; weathers
light gray and smooth; echinoid
spines and plates in isolated groups.
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V

(?) Continued

Grant shale member (distortion of limestones results in
inaccruate thickness)

w 15 fort shale, calcareous! platy to blocky;
white to buff ; weathers buff ; der*
byia abundant,

Stavail limestone member

1.5 feet linestone, cherty; unit bedded} light
gray; weathers gray to buff ; dictyo-
slostus

•

(5a) WH SWi 3Wi Sec, 6, T. 9 3., R. 6 E.

Winfield limestone formation

Cresswcll limestone member

Sink hole, no measurable section.

-
(6) SBi SEi SWi Sec. 19, T. 9 S., R. 6 E.

m

Doyle shale formation

Gage shale member (incomplete)

shale; platy to fisslo; upper gray
to buff, red in lower portion; ech-
inoid spines and test plates and
crinold columnals in upper portion.

(7) H XVi HBi Sec. 25, T. 9 S«, R. 5 E.

Winfield shale formation

Stovall limestone member (distorted)

1.2 feet limestone, cherty; unit bedded

|

light gray; weathers gray; dic-
tyoclostus.

i
(8) KEi HE± SW* Sec. V, T. 9 S. f R. 6 E.

Winfield limestone formation

Grant shale member

9 feet shale, calcareous t platy to blocky;
light gray buff; weathers buff;
derbyia abundant.
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(9) HWi SBi HBi Sec. »+, T, 9 8M Ri 6 E,

•*

Winfield limestone formation

V
Cressvell limestone member (incomplete)

Zone 1, 17 feet limestone \ finely crystalline! unit
bedded: light gray: weathers buff}
echinoid spines and test plates
abundant*

Zone 2, l.fT feet limestone} finely crystalline! unit
bedded} light gray to buff « weathers
buff} echinoid spines and test plates*

(10) KWi SWi Sec. 19 t T. 9 3., R. 6 E.

Winfield limestone formation

Grant shale member (incomplete)

m

shale calcareous} platy to blocky}
light gray| weathers light gray to
buff} derbyli} white nodules of marl?

m

(11) Mi mi SWi 3ec. 28, ii 9 3*. H. 6 B#

Doyle? shale formation

Towanta limestone raesber (incomplato)

Zone 1, 5*3 feet limestone; lithographic} platy to
bloolcy in lower to blocky in upper
portion} gray to yellowish gray}
weathers gray to buff with dark lim-
onite staining} non-fossiliferous}
moderately vuggy*

2, 1.3 feet limestone} finely crystalline} angu-
lar gray and pink fragments} gray
fragments weather gray to buff, pink
weather to dark roddish torem} non~
fossiliferous} slightly vuggy at
upper and lower contacts.

Zone 3 9 1.2 feet limestone} finely crystalline} unit
bedded} gray to brovn; weathers dark
brown, abundant limonite staining}
non-fossiliferous

•
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(12a, b & e) W, C. Sec. 33, T, 8 S., R, 6 E,

Winfield limestone formation

Cresswell limestone member (incomplete, faulted)

2 feet limestone t finely crystalline} unit
bedded; light gray; weathers light
buff; echinoid spines and test platea
abundant

•

Grant shale member

9.5 feet shale, calcareous, platy to blocky;
gray to buff; weathers buff; derbyia
abundant*

Stovall limestone member (faulted)

1*3 feet limestonei chertyi unit bedded; light
gray to buff; weathers gray; die-
tyoclostus.

(13) SBi SWi Sdi Sec. 28, l» 8 SM a, 6 .

Winfield limestone formation

Cresswell limestone member (incomplete)

2 feet limestone, sparsely cherty; finely
crystalline; unit bedded; light buff;
weathers buff; echinoid spines and
test plates.

(1?) NWi HBi mi Sec. 20, T. 7 S., H. 6 B.

Winfield limestone formation

Cresswell limestone member (incomplete)

Zone 1, l»lf feet limestone; finely crystalline; platy;
light buff to white; weathers buff;
non-fossiliferous

•

Zone 2, 1.2 feet limestone; finely crystalline; unit
bedded; shale break near middle; gray
to buff; weathers buff; echinoid
spines and test plates.

Grant shale member

9.25 feet shale, calcareous; platy to fissile;
buff; weathers buff; derbyia abundant.
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(15) Continued

Stovail limestone member

1.5 feet limestone, cherty; finely crystal-
line $ unit bedcted, gray; weathers
buff; dictyoclostus.

Doyle shale formation

Gage shale member (incomplete)

3»75 feet shale, calcareous; platy to fissile;
gray weathers buff; echinold spines
and test plates, crinoid columnals,

(16) NW£ MWi Sec, 31» T, 9 3M ig 5 E„

Winfield limestone formation

Cresswell limestone member (incomplete)

2 feet limestone; finely crystalline; unit
-.; libedded; light gray to bufft weathers

buff; echinoid spines and test plates.

Grant shale member

10.2 feet shale, calcareous; platy to fissile;
buff ; weather* buff; derbyia,

Stovall limestone member

2,2 feet limestone; finely crystalline; unit
bedded; gray; weathers buff; dicty-
oclostus.

Doyle shale formation

Gage shale member (incomplete)

6 feet shale, calcareous; platy to fissile;
gray; weathers buff; echinoid spines
and test plates,

(17) C W, line Sec. 16, T, 9 S., R, 6 E,

Winfield limestone formation

Cresswell limestone member (incomplete)

3,6 feet limestone; finely crystalline; fra -
asntal with red shale inclusion;
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(17) Continued

yellowish brown; vnathers buff

5

non-fossiliferous; white chert nod-
ule .

(18) NEi SEi mi Sec, 30, I, 8 s t , R« 6 E.

Wlnfield limestone formation

Cressvell limestone member (incomplete)

Zone 1, 1.3 feet limestone finely crystalline; platy;
gray to buff ; weathers gray; non-fos-
siliferous.

Zone 2, 1*8 feet limestone; finely crystalline; blocky
to platy t buff to light gray; wea-
thers bufft non-fossiliferous; sparse
white chert nodulos.

<19) SWi SWi SB* Sec. 36, T. 8 S. f
R. h E.

Wlnfield limestone formation

Cresswell limestone member (incomplete)

1, h feet limestone; finely crystalline; platy;
white to gray; weathers gray to buff;
non-fossiliferous

•

Zone 2t 2.6 feet limestone 1 finely crystalline; unit
bedded J light gray: weathers buff;
eohinold spines and test plates.

Grant shale member

11.2 feet shale, calcareous; platy to bloclty;
light gray; weathers light buff;
derbyia abundant.

Stovall limestone nember

1.6 feet limestone, cherty; finely crystal-
line; unit bedded; light gray; wea-
thers gray; dlctyoclostus.

(20) IWi SW± SWi Sec. 3?f
T. 9 3., R. h E.

Wlnfield limestone formation
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(20) Continued

Cresswell limestone member (incomplete)

5" feet liiacr finely crystalline t amor-
phous, vuggy; light gray j weathers
gray j non-foe3iliferous.

(21) SWi SWi Sec. 31 t X. 9 SM R, 5 B.

Winfield limestone formation

Cresswell limestone member (incomplete)

Zone 1, 3 feet limestone; finely crystalline; platy;
gray to light gray; weathers gray;
non-fossiliferous

•

Zone 2, h feet limestone; finely crystalline; unit
bedded to blocky; gray; weathers
buff; echinoid spinas and test pl-
ates*

Grant shale member

10 feet shale, calcareous; platy to blocky

s

gray to buff; weathers buff; derbyia.

Stovall limestone member

1.6 feet limestone, cherty; finely crystal-
line; unit bedded; light gray; wea-
thers gMpi dictyoclo3tus.

(22) C. S. line Sec. 30, I, 9 Si, R ( 5 E.

Winfield limestone formation

Cresswell limestone member

15 feet limestone; finely crystalline to
lithographic in part; platy in up-
per to blocky in lower part; gray;
weathers buff; non-fossiliferous.

(23) SEi SBi mi Sec. 30, T. 9 S., R. 5 E.

Winfield limestone formation

Cresswell limestone member (incomplete)

Zone 1, 3 feet limestone; finely crystalline; bloci^r;
to platy; gray; weathers gray to
buff; non-fossiliferous.
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(23) tati

Zone 2| 5»2 f " li »J lithographic} blocky;
grayt weathers buff} spars© ech-
Inoid .ind test plates.

(25+) 3Ei MWi Sec. 2, *« 9 SM H, «f ,

Winfield limestone formation

Cresswell limestone member (incomplete)

Zone 1, 2.5 foot limestone; finely crystalline}
platyx fray; weathers buff $ non-
fos.'siliforous.

Zone 2, 3.5 feet limestone} finely crystalline}
unit bedded} gray} weathers buff
echinoid spines and test plates*

Grant shale member ( incomplete • Sink hole)

6.5 feet shale, calcareous} platy to blocky}
light gray} weathers buff} derbyia.
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The intraformational structural features of the Doyle and

Winfield formations, Chase group. Wolfcamp series, Permian system

of western Riley County are the result of a complex geologic his-

tory. The intraformational structural features observed in these

rocks include, normal faults, thrust faults, intraformational

brecciation, slump structures, sink holes, and mud cracks. These

features may all be found in close association and with no orienta-

tion.

An explanation of the origin of the structural features was

sought by extensive field investigation and laboratory procedures*

The laboratory procedures undertaken were: (1) insoluble residues

of the Grant shale, Winfield formation, to obtain a percentage

by weight of the leachable fraction, and (2) a rapid method of

analysis for the determination of the content of ealciuawsagnes-

iura carbonates of the Cresswell limestone, also of the Winfield

formation. The information gained from the laboratory procedures

along with the field evidence supported the following conclusions:

1. That sink holes may be formed in the Grant shale.

2. The high magnesium content of the Jresswell limestone

correlated with nonfossiliferous areas.

3. The magnesium content of the Cresswell limestone was

syngenetic.

The intraformational structural features of the area under

investigation display characteristics of both soft and hard rock

deformation. This Indicates a minimum of two phases of structural

deformation.

The origin of the intraformational structural features of



this area was Interpreted to be primarily front the effect of

earthquake action with minor amounts of subaqecus slumping or

differential compaction.
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